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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the estimated response of three pollutants, ozone (O3), particulate matter
≤ 10 µm (PM10), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), to individual local meteorological variables in
Melbourne, Australia, over the period of 1999 to 2006. The meteorological-pollutant
30

relationships have been assessed after controlling for long-term trends, seasonality, weekly
emissions, spatial variation, and temporal persistence using the framework of generalized
additive models (GAMs). We found that the aggregate impact of local meteorology in the
models explained 26.3% of the variance in O3, 21.1% in PM10, and 26.7% in NO2. The
marginal effects for individual variables showed that extremely high temperatures (45 °C)
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resulted in the strongest positive response for all pollutants with a 150% increase above the
mean for O3 and PM10 and a 120% for NO2. Other variables (boundary layer height, winds,
water vapor pressure, radiation, precipitation, and mean sea-level pressure) displayed some
importance for one or more of the pollutants, but their impact in the models was less
pronounced. Overall, this analysis presents a solid foundation for understanding the
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importance of local meteorology as a driver of regional air pollution in Melbourne in a
framework that can be applied in other regions. This paper presents an improved display
method where the effects across the range of the covariate on each pollutant were quantified
on a percentage scale. Such presentation facilitates easy interpretation across covariates and
models. Finally, our results provide a clear window into how potential climate change may
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affect air quality.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that concentrations of gases and aerosol particles within local air
sheds are affected by weather (Elminir 2005; Beaver and Palazoglu 2009). This
understanding has led the air quality community to recognize that air pollution is an area
55

sensitive to potential climate change. In an effort to provide those responsible for air quality
management with potential ‘what if’ scenarios, a growing body of research on assessing the
impacts of a changing climate on regional air quality has developed (Jacob and Winner 2009;
USEPA 2009). This increased scrutiny of air quality has highlighted that there are many
aspects of air pollution that are still difficult to understand. One of these aspects is the
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estimation of the sensitivity of air pollutants to individual meteorological parameters. This
has proven particularly challenging for several reasons (USEPA 2009). First, meteorological
parameters are inherently linked, resulting in strong interdependencies, for example, the
dependency of boundary layer height on surface temperature or the link between surface
temperature and radiation. These associations make separating the effects of individual
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parameters a highly complex task. Secondly, meteorological parameters can affect pollutants
through direct physical mechanisms such as the relationship with radiation and ozone or
indirectly through influences on other meteorological parameters such as the association
between high temperatures and low wind speed (Jacob and Winner 2009). Thus, multiple
approaches are necessary to understand the true nature of meteorological-pollutant
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relationships. To further complicate matters, the magnitude and nature of these effects can
vary from one air shed to the next as well as across seasons, making site specific assessments
necessary for understanding local responses (Dawson, Adams et al. 2007a; USEPA 2009).
Statistical modeling is one approach that can be used for addressing the effects of
meteorology on air pollution (Camalier, Cox et al. 2007). Statistical models are well suited
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for quantifying and visualizing the nature of pollutant response to individual meteorological

3

parameters as they directly fit to the patterns that arise from the observed data (Schlink,
Herbarth et al. 2006). However, statistical techniques do not aim to fully describe the
formation and accumulation of air pollutants in their chemical, physical, and meteorological
processes (Schlink, Herbarth et al. 2006). In order to obtain a robust understanding for these
80

aspects of air quality a combined approach including deterministic models is suggested
(Jacob and Winner 2009). That being said, statistical modeling is a widely used, effective
learning tool for a variety of air quality applications (Thompson, Reynolds et al. 2001;
Schlink, Herbarth et al. 2006). Furthermore, non-linear statistical approaches have been
shown to effectively describe the complex relationship between meteorological variables and
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air pollution (Thompson, Reynolds et al. 2001). Unfortunately, summarizing non-linear
associations beyond a graphical display has often proved difficult and provided little
information that is interpretable to the general public (Thompson, Reynolds et al. 2001). In
the context of climate change impacts on air quality it has been suggested that statistical
studies are most capable of providing insight into the potential impacts through development
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of observational foundations (Jacob and Winner 2009). These foundations provide a window
into the possible extent of climate change impacts on air quality (Camalier, Cox et al. 2007).
This study aims to provide such an observational description for Melbourne,
Australia. The city of Melbourne, with a population of approximately 3.9 million (ABS
2010), is situated on Port Phillip Bay at the south-eastern edge of the continent in close
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proximity to the Southern Ocean at 37° 48’ 49” S 144° 57 47” E (Figure 1). The climate can
best be described as moderate oceanic, with occasional incursions of intense heat from
Central Australia, and the city is famous for its highly changeable weather conditions (BOM
2009). Locals like to declare that Melbourne weather typically observes ‘four seasons in one
day’. While Melbourne’s air pollutant levels are relatively low (Table 1) when compared to
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other urban centers of similar size, the city is subjected to a wide range of meteorological

4

conditions that present an interesting opportunity for analysis (Murphy and Timbal 2008).
With increasing population growth and urbanization in the Melbourne region there will be
added pressures on air quality, which may result in less favorable conditions in the future.
This will be superimposed upon the predicted effects of climate change.
105

The objective of this research is to quantify the magnitude in which regional air
pollutants respond to local meteorology in Melbourne, Australia. This was achieved using the
framework of generalized additive modeling (GAM) to estimate the response of ozone (O3),
particulate matter ≤ 10 µm (PM10), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) to individual local
meteorological variables. The meteorological-pollutant relationships have been assessed after
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controlling for long-term trends, seasonality, weekly emissions, spatial variation, and
temporal persistence. The nature of the response of each pollutant to individual
meteorological variables is presented using partial residual plots described on a percentage
scale as marginal effects.
2. Data
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a. Local Meteorological Data
Links between air pollutants and local weather conditions were made using daily
automatic weather station observations for site number 086282 (Melbourne International
Airport) for the period of 1999 to 2006. This site is located at 37° 40’ 12” S and 144° 49’ 48”
E with an elevation of 113 m and was chosen because a comprehensive range of measures are
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collected consistently over time. Variables provided by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
included:
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Maximum daily temperature (°C)



Mean sea-level pressure (hPa)



Global radiation (MJ/m2)



Water vapor pressure (hPa)

5



Zonal (u) and meridional (v) wind components (km/hr)



Precipitation (mm).

Additionally, boundary layer height (BLH) was taken from the ERA-Interim reanalysis using
the location of 37° 30’ 0” S and 145° 30’ 0” E for 4 p.m. LST - the approximate time of
130

maximum boundary layer depth. The ERA-Interim reanalysis is produced by the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and is discussed in more detail by
Uppala, Dee et al. (2008).
b. Air Pollutant Monitoring Data
Local air pollution data were provided by the Environmental Protection Authority
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Victoria taken from the Port Phillip Bay air monitoring network (Figure 1). Pollutants
included ozone (O3), particulate matter ≤ 10 µg (PM10), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). O3 and
NO2 concentrations are reported in parts per billion by volume (ppb) and were measured
using pulsed fluorescence chemiluminescence and ultra violet absorption techniques. PM10
concentrations were measured using photospectrometry and are reported in micrograms per
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cubic meter (µg/m3). This analysis uses the daily maximum value for 8-hr O3, the 24-hr mean
value of PM10, and the daily maximum value for 1-hr NO2 from all available monitoring
locations over the period of 1999 to 2006 (Table 1). These timeframes were selected to
parallel air quality objectives in the State Environment Protection Policy for ambient air
quality (SEPP 1999). Additionally, days on which significant air quality events (bushfires,
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dust storms, factory emissions, etc.) were known to have occurred and data below 5 ppb for
O3 and NO2 and 3 µg/m3for PM10 were removed.
3. Methods
a. Generalized Additive Modeling
Generalized additive models (GAMs) are regression models where smoothing splines are
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used instead of linear coefficients for covariates (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990). This approach

6

has been found particularly effective at handling the complex non-linearity associated with
air pollution research (Dominici, McDermott et al. 2002; Schlink, Herbarth et al. 2006;
Carslaw, Beevers et al. 2007). The additive model in the context of a concentration time
series can be written in the form (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990):
( )

∑ (

)
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(3.1)
where yi is the ith air pollution concentration, β0 is the overall mean of the response, sj(xij) is
the smooth function of ith value of covariate j, n is the total number of covariates, and εi is
the ith residual with var(εi)= σ2, which is assumed to be normally distributed. Smooth
160

functions are developed through a combination of model selection and automatic smoothing
parameter selection using penalized regression splines, which optimize the fit and make an
effort to minimize the number of dimensions in the model (Wood 2006). Interaction terms,
e.g. s(x1, x2), can also be modeled as thin-plate regression splines or tensor product smooths.
The choice of the smoothing parameters is made through restricted maximum likelihood
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(REML) and confidence intervals are estimated using an unconditional Bayesian method
(Wood 2006). This analysis was conducted using the gam modeling function in the R
environment for statistical computing (R Development Core Team 2009) with the package
‘mgcv’ (Wood 2006).
c. Model Development
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The first step in the selection of individual models for O3, PM10, and NO2 was to fit a
preliminary base model. This was fit to each pollutant in order to control for the seasonality,
persistence, spatial trend, and weekly emissions patterns that exist in these data. Following
model (3.1) the preliminary model can be written as:
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log(yi) = β0 + s(time) + s(dow) + s(long, lat) + s(yi-1) + εi
175

(3.2)
where time is a number between 1 and 2922 included to account for long-term trends and
seasonality, dow is a number ranging from 0 to 6 included to account for day-of-the-week,

long and lat are the spatial coordinates of each monitor location included to account for
spatial trend, and yi-1 is a one day lag term included to account for short-term temporal
180

persistence. It is important to note that the residual spatial variation is controlled by including
a tensor product smooth, s(long, lat), in the model and a smooth function of the preceding
day’s pollutant concentration, s(yi-1), was included to control for autocorrelation in residuals.
Additionally, since air pollution data are known to be seasonal, a predetermined smoothing
parameter of k=32 (one knot (k) for each of the four seasons over the study period) was used
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for the construction of the spline function for time. The motivation for this control is that
function should represent a relatively symmetric cyclic pattern in the data. To check the
adequacy of our methods for controlling for space-time effects, box-plots and time-series
plots of residuals by monitor location were examined. No violations of assumptions were
obvious in any pollutant.
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Final models were chosen using forward selection where each of the meteorological
variables was added to the base model upon which Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) was
evaluated. A variable remained in the final model if the fit yielded a lower AIC. Following
model (3.1), the final model for each pollutant that can be written as:
log(yi)
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β0 + s(time) + s(dow) + s (long, lat) + s (yi-1) + s (temp) + s (u) + s(v) +

s(wvp) + s (rad) + s (precip) + s (blh) + εi

(3.3)

where temp is daily maximum temperature, u is the zonal wind component, v is the
meridional wind component, wvp is water vapor pressure, rad is radiation, precip is
precipitation and blh is the 4 p.m. boundary layer height. It is important to note that

8

exploratory analysis included covariates not listed in Table 1. This included using winds over
200

shorter periods, various measures of radiation, temperature, and atmospheric moisture. None
of these refinements made any significant improvements to the models.
e. Characterization of Meteorological Effects
The explanatory powers of the final models specified above were measured using the
R2 statistic. The aggregate impacts of local meteorology on each pollutant are assessed by the
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difference in the R2 of model (3.2) and model (3.3). Individual relationships between
particular meteorological variables and each air pollutant are assessed using partial response
plots.
It is well known that representing the full relationship between the response and the
predictor in multiple regression models is difficult due to high dimensionality (Faraway
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2005). Therefore we opted to use partial response plots to reveal the marginal relationship
between each meteorological variable and each air pollutant (Faraway 2005). A partial
response plot shows the static effect (i.e. effects that are stable over time) of a particular
meteorological variable on a particular pollutant after accounting for the effects of all other
explanatory variables in the model (Camalier, Cox et al. 2007). This effect is described as
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the marginal relationship between the response and the predictor because it represents the
relationship after the effects of all other predictors have been removed from the data
(Faraway 2005). In our case, the y-axis of each partial response plot has been centered to the
mean value of the response and adjusted to a percentage scale. These proportional values are
the marginal effects (Harrell 2001). The marginal effect can be interpreted as the change in
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pollutant response from the mean as the covariate of interest is varied. In short, the partial
regression plot allows us to focus on the relationship between one predictor and the response
in isolation from the effects of other predictors in the model (Faraway 2005). Representing
the marginal effects as proportions scaled to the mean make it easy to compare effects across

9

covariates and pollutants. The displayed marginal effects are given by 100 * [exp(s(x))-1],
225

where x is the meteorological variable of interest, and s(x) is the corresponding smooth
function in model (3.3).
4. Results and Discussion
a. Ozone
Ground-level ozone is classified as a secondary pollutant because it forms in the
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atmosphere when emissions of precursors such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
nitrous oxides (NOx) react with sunlight (WHO 2006). Concentrations have been linked to
atmospheric conditions such as the availability of solar ultraviolet radiation capable of
initiating photolysis reactions, air temperatures, and concentrations of chemical precursors
(USEPA 2009). Research conducted across many settings suggests that increasing O3
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pollution is most strongly linked with increases in temperature (Jacob and Winner 2009).
In Melbourne we found that model (3.3) explained 69.9% of the variance of log
transformed O3 with the components of model (3.2) accounting for 43.6% and the aggregate
impact of meteorological variables accounting for 26.3%. The most significant
meteorological variable for O3 was temperature (F=462.9, p<0.001) with increased
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temperature being associated with increased ozone. This finding is most likely due to the role
of temperature in the physical processes associated with ozone and its influence on local
meteorology that affects air pollution. A partial residual plot (Figure 2) identified a positive
non-linear relationship with marginal effects as great as 150%. This finding is in strong
agreement with results from previous studies as increased temperatures have been shown to
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result in increased ozone in a variety of settings (Elminir 2005; Dawson, Adams et al. 2007a;
Jacob and Winner 2009). A key finding here was that ozone concentrations were estimated to
be 75-150% higher than average during the 92 days (3.5%) in the study period when daily
maximum temperatures were in the range of 35 to 45 °C.
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Water vapor pressure (F=27.5, p<0.001) was found to have little influence on ozone
250

except when at the upper and lower extremes (Figure 2). Notably, increases of up to 80%
were seen when water vapor pressure rose above 20 hPa. This positive response at high water
vapor pressure is contradictory to findings that suggest that an increase in humidity
suppresses ozone formation (USEPA 2009).

With the exception of the strong positive

relationships at high water vapor pressures, similar results were noted by Wise and Comrie
255

(2005) for the dry climate of the south-western U.S. The estimated response for the zonal (u)
wind component (F=5.6, p<0.001) in the model identified that increases up to 5% were
expected when strong winds originated from the west and decreased with winds originating
from the east. The response of ozone to meridional (v) wind (F=20.6, p<0.001) increased up
to 15% under strong northerlies and decreased with winds from the south. The increase under
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north-west winds may be a result of inhibited local dispersion associated with a blocking of
the bay breeze (Hurley, Manins et al. 2003). Weak winds have been associated with increased
O3 elsewhere (Dawson, Adams et al. 2007a). The effect of radiation (F=76.5, p<0.001) was
found to be the strongest after values surpassed 20 MJ/m2 as concentrations increased by as
much as 25% (Figure 2). This relationship is consistent with the literature as radiation is a
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known driver in the photochemistry of ozone production (Dawson, Adams et al. 2007a). The
response for mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) (F=27.5, p<0.001) found a slight increase in
the marginal effects under low pressure (10%) and under moderate pressure (5%). The
response was quite weak and is in relative agreement with other studies were MSLP has been
found insignificant (Davis and Speckman 1999). The response of ozone to changes in
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boundary layer height (F=122.8, p<0.001) was found to be negative for heights below one
kilometer where ozone decreased up to 40% (Figure 2). This negative effect is presumably
due to an association with cold fronts that introduce clean air from the Southern Ocean into
the Melbourne air shed. However, slight increases of up to 10% were shown between heights

11

of one to three kilometers. The moderate relationship observed in Melbourne agrees well with
275

findings from other empirical studies where the role of mixing depth has been shown to be
rather limited (Jacob and Winner 2009). The response of ozone to precipitation (F=38.5,
p<0.001) showed increases of up to 40% as precipitation levels were at or below 40 mm
(Figure 2). After this threshold, confidence intervals increase in size and the relationship was
generally negative. This is presumably due to wet deposition during heavy rainfall. The
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positive effect during light rainfall has been noted elsewhere and suggests that some degree
of atmospheric moisture is beneficial to ozone production (Ordonez, Mathis et al. 2005;
Dawson, Adams et al. 2007).
Overall, the strongest positive response for O3 was found for high temperature with a
maximum increase of 150%. Interestingly, this was followed by an 80% increase under
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extremely high water vapor pressure. More research is suggested to identify the mechanism
behind this response. The strongest negative response occurred under low boundary layer
heights where concentrations were found to decrease by as much as 40% below average.
b. Particulate Matter
Particulate matter consists of solid or liquid particles found in the air, including dust,
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pollens, soot, and aerosols from combustion activities (WHO 2006). Particles originate from
a variety of mobile, stationary, and natural sources, and their chemical and physical
compositions vary widely. Furthermore, PM can be emitted directly or can be formed in the
atmosphere when gaseous pollutants such as SO2 and NOx undergo transformation to form
secondary organic particles. This complexity has been highlighted in studies showing that the
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chemical and physical composition of PM varies depending on location, source, time of year,
and meteorology (USEPA 2009). A review of current research by Jacob and Winner (2009)
found that observed correlations of PM concentrations with meteorological variables have
been found to be inconsistent (direction depends on composition) and are generally weaker
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than for ozone. This indicates that the relationship with particulate matter is more
300

complicated than with gaseous pollutants and that dependencies are likely to vary from one
air shed to the next.
In Melbourne we found that model (3.3) explained approximately 57.8% of the
variance of log transformed PM10 with the components of model (3.2) accounting for 36.7%
and the aggregate impact of meteorological variables accounting for 21.1%. Daily maximum
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temperature (F=265.6, p<0.001) was identified as the most significant meteorological
variable and increasing temperatures corresponded with increasing PM10 (Figure 3). The
nature of the response was similar to the findings for ozone (particularly when a threshold of
35 °C was surpassed) as resulting concentrations were 100 to 150% higher than average. It is
important to note that this finding contradicts results from model perturbation studies
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(Dawson, Adams et al. 2007b). However, some North American studies have stated that a
positive response may be driven by increases in the sulfate component or black carbon of PM
due to faster SO2 oxidation (Jacob and Winner 2009). This seems unlikely to be the case in
Melbourne as research has found that PM in Australian cities is of very low sulfur content
(Chan, Cohen et al. 2008). More research is suggested in order to identify the mechanism
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behind this response. Water vapor pressure was also found to be quite significant (F=143.4,
p<0.001) where increases as great as 30% were seen when values dropped below 10 hPa
(Figure 3). This finding is similar to findings in other areas where crustal/soil dust is an
important source of regional PM (Wise and Comrie 2005). The response of PM10 to the zonal
(u) wind component (F=34.1, p<0.001) indicated that under strong westerly winds
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concentrations increased by up to 20%. Meridional (v) wind (F=139.4, p<0.001) was also
found to be quite significant with a 20% decrease occurring under strong northerly winds
(Figure 3). The increase of PM10 under strong westerlies is most likely due to an increased
contribution of regional dust and the decrease observed under strong northerlies is most likely

13

the result of increased dispersion. Furthermore, slight increases also occurred under relatively
325

light to stable winds showing that transport related PM can buildup in the region. Other
studies have noted the positive effect of stable conditions on PM in urban environments
(Jacob and Winner 2009). Particles slightly increased (5%) under low levels of radiation
(F=34.6, p<0.001) that suggests increases during periods of increased cloudiness and cooler
months. The effect of mean sea-level pressure (F=19.9, p<0.001) shows that low pressures
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result in decreases up to 5% while increases of up to 10% were seen as pressures rose above
1020 hPa. This is most likely due to the strong association of high pressure with stability
(USEPA 2009). The nature of the response of PM10 to the 4 p.m. boundary layer height
(F=22.6, p<0.001) showed a 30% increase for heights below one kilometer and a decrease
above this height. Dawson, Adams et al. (2007b) also noted a similar response for low
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boundary layer heights stating that decreased dispersion was a likely factor. Increased
precipitation (F=25.6, p<0.001) was found to have a negative effect on particle
concentrations (Figure 3). This finding is in agreement with other work since the role of
precipitation in wet deposition is well known (Dawson, Adams et al. 2007b; Jacob and
Winner 2009).
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Overall, the strongest positive response of PM10, like O3, was under high daily
maximum temperatures as concentrations were up to 150% higher than average. The second
largest increase (30%) was under low boundary layer heights. The largest decreases were
associated with increased precipitation (60%) and increased water vapor pressure (40%).
Relatively stable winds had a much lesser effect than anticipated indicating that dust is likely
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a major source of particles for the region.
c. Nitrogen Dioxide
Nitrogen dioxide is a reddish brown toxic gas that forms when nitric oxide emissions
from automobiles and power plants react with oxygen in the atmosphere (WHO 2006). In the
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urban environment levels of NO2 have been found to be strongly associated with emissions
350

from vehicles and have also been found to contribute to the secondary formation of O3 and
fine particle pollution (USEPA 2009). While less research has focused on the meteorological
links for NO2 it has been found that local dispersion and temperature play important roles
(Carslaw, Beevers et al. 2007).
In this study we found that model (3.3) explained 56.3% of the variance of log
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transformed NO2 with the components of model (3.2) accounting for 29.6% and the
aggregate impact of meteorological variables in the model accounting for 26.7%. Increases in
daily maximum temperature (F=227.7, p<0.001) were found to correspond with increases in
NO2 (Figure 4). Temperatures below 20 °C resulted in a 20% decrease and temperatures
above 40°C resulted in a maximum increase of 120%. This finding agrees with results from a
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single site in a multiple site study in Oslo, Norway, where a positive response was noted for
temperatures across the range of 5 to 25 °C (Aldrin and Haff 2005). This may be partially
explained by the influence of temperature on evaporative emission rates or the association
between temperatures and other meteorological variables important to NO2. Further research
using deterministic models is suggested. The response of NO2 to water vapor pressure
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(F=77.7, p<0.001) was similar in nature to the response for PM10 as increases up to 20% were
shown for pressures below 10 hPa. As water vapor pressure increased above 10 hPa
concentrations exhibited decreases. The small effect of relative humidity seen here was also
noted by Aldrin and Haff (2005) and suggests that atmospheric moisture had relatively little
influence on NO2. The response of NO2 to the zonal (u) wind (F=150.7, p<0.001) showed up
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to a 40% decrease under strong westerly winds and a slight increase under stable conditions
(Figure 4). Meridional (v) winds (F=589.1, p<0.001) were found to be the most significant
meteorological variable in the model with the response showing a 60% decrease under strong
winds (Figure 4). An increase of up to 20% was shown for conditions that were stable.
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Stable conditions likely result in the buildup of local emissions within the Melbourne air shed
375

as Carslaw, Beevers et al. (2007) also noted wind as the most significant meteorological
predictor for traffic related NO2. The response to radiation (F=50.8, p<0.001) exhibited a
modest negative relationship where high levels resulted in a regional decrease of up to 20%
(Figure 4). Low mean sea-level pressure (F=20.4, p<0.001) resulted in up to a 10% decrease
while high pressure showed up to a 10% increase. This is most likely explained by increased
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stability during periods of high pressure. The response to the 4 p.m. boundary layer height
(F=9.3, p<0.001) showed that concentrations decreased up to 30% as the boundary layer rose
(Figure 4). Increased dilution within the boundary layer is the likely mechanism. A positive
response to light precipitation (F=10.9, p<0.001) was identified although it should be
interpreted cautiously as confidence intervals are rather large.
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Overall, the strongest positive response for NO2 occurred under high temperatures
when concentrations increased by as much as 120%. This was followed by precipitation
although confidence intervals are quite broad likely due to a low frequency of occurrence.
The largest decrease in concentrations was shown for u and v wind components as strong
winds resulted in a 60% decrease below the mean. Water vapor pressure also had a negative
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effect as increased values resulted in a decrease of up to 40%. The degree to which NO2
responded to local meteorology – particularly temperature and wind, was greater than
expected. The findings here suggest that local meteorology is of the same magnitude of
importance for NO2 as it is for O3 and PM10 in the Melbourne air shed.
d. Technical Approach
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The use of GAM in combination with partial residual plots and marginal effects
proved an effective and insightful way to characterize the relationships between individual
meteorological variables representing local weather and air pollution. Complex non-linear
dependencies were not only able to be visualized for each response, but their effects across
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the range of the covariate were also able to be quantified on a percentage scale. This
400

quantification provides an expansion upon previous analysis by facilitating easy
interpretation across covariates and models, which is especially important for communicating
results to non-specialized audiences. Although our approach did not consider the physical,
meteorological and chemical processes in detail, the results produced were plausible and
comparable to other studies. Furthermore, results produced are based on observational data
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eliminating the uncertainty associated with interpreting responses based on forecasts.
Perhaps the greatest limitation of the current work is the omission of interaction terms
(ex. s (temp, v)) in the models. Not including these terms may have resulted in the
underestimation of the overall impact of local meteorology on air pollution. However, it
could also be stated that due to the interdependency of meteorological variables, interactions
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may be accounted for by a single dominant variable. In our case, this variable is most likely
temperature. GAMs are quite capable of handling complex interactions and further research
of models that include interactions is suggested. Minor improvements in this approach might
include improved spatial resolution of all meteorological data as conditions in this paper are
treated as being spatially uniform. Unfortunately, other locations throughout Melbourne did
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not contain a complete record for all variables of interest for our study period. This may have
led to the misspecification of meteorology resulting in model errors even at times when
conditions were conducive for increased air pollutant levels. Additionally, the inclusion of
more sophisticated emissions data would likely improve model fit and therefore result in
more accurate assessments of meteorological variables.
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e. Potential Impacts of Climate Change
The Australian Greenhouse Office, using climate change projections developed by the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology and the Australian Commonwealth Scientific and
Research Organisation (CSIRO) for the city of Melbourne, anticipates a future air
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environment that exhibits increased temperatures, decreased moisture, and decreased wind
425

speeds (CSIRO 2007). Notably, a projected increase in the number of days above 35 °C on
the magnitude of 25% (~3 days) by 2030 and 50-100% (~7-14 days) by 2070 is also expected
(CSIRO 2007). If such projections hold true, this study provides evidence from observational
data that the on the basis of the current level of emissions the air environment in Melbourne
will become more conducive to poorer air quality. Our results confirm a statistically
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significant association between increasing pollutant concentrations and increasing
temperatures. Therefore, it appears that increasing temperatures, particularly across the range
of 35 to 45°C, will cause increases on the magnitude of 150% for O3 and PM10 and 120% for
NO2, assuming everything else remains equal. Relationships with wind indicate that if
increased periods of stability occur in the future then increases of 10 to 20% in PM10 and NO2
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are likely to occur and if increased winds from the northwest occur then increases up to 15%
in O3 will likely result. It is important to note that this finding is representative of the overall
regional response to wind, not individual monitor’s response to local winds. Findings for
water vapor indicate that if the future climate brings increasingly drier conditions, then PM10
and NO2 are likely to increase by as much as 25%. Our findings for radiation suggest that
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periods of increased cloudiness would likely result in slight increases of up to 5% for PM 10
and NO2 while the opposite can be said for O3 which could see reductions up to 5%. If
precipitation decreases in the future then increases will likely be seen for PM10 and NO2.
Changes in mean sea-level pressure (at the local scale) are not likely to significantly impact
any pollutant. These findings provide an observational window into how climate change may
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affect local air quality in Melbourne through changes in local meteorology, but further
research using synergistic processed base air quality models is suggested.
5. Conclusion
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The overall objective of this study was to develop observational relationships between
locally measured individual meteorological variables and select air pollutants in Melbourne,
450

Australia. Moreover, a statistical methodology is presented for achieving this objective and
results are presented in a manner where the complexities of those relationships are easily
compared and understood. In Melbourne we found that local meteorological conditions most
strongly affect the daily variation associated with O3 and NO2 followed closely by PM10. The
strongest effects for O3 were related to temperature, boundary layer height, and radiation. The
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most significant variables for PM10 were temperature, wind, water vapor pressure, and
boundary layer height. Temperature also displayed the strongest influence on NO2 which was
followed by wind and water vapor pressure. The remaining variables displayed some effect
for each air pollutant, but the responses for these were less pronounced. These results can be
used to determine the relative importance of local weather as a driver of regional air pollution
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as well as the marginal effects of individual meteorological variables. Furthermore, by
presenting the percent change in air pollutant response across the range of individual
meteorological variables, a clear window into how potential climate change may affect air
quality is provided. This window suggests that a significant ‘climate penalty’ may need to be
taken into account in order to achieve future air quality objectives.
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TABLE AND FIGURE HEADINGS
475
Table 1. Summary of data used for model development.

Figure 1. Map of monitoring locations used in this study.

480

Figure 2. Partial response plots for O3. The y-axis represents the marginal effects. The dashed
lines are estimated 95% confidence intervals and the vertical lines adjacent to the lower xaxis represent the frequency of the data.

Figure 3. Partial response plots for PM10. The y-axis represents the marginal effects. The
485

dashed lines are estimated 95% confidence intervals and the vertical lines adjacent to the
lower x-axis represent the frequency of the data.

Figure 4. Partial response plots for NO2. The y-axis represents the marginal effects. The
dashed lines are estimated 95% confidence intervals and the vertical lines adjacent to the
490

lower x-axis represent the frequency of the data.
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Table 1

Variable
O3
PM10
NO2
Temperature
Sea level pressure
Global radiation
Vapour Pressure
Zonal (u ) wind
Meridonal (v ) wind
Precipitation
Boundary Layer Height
Long-term Trend
Day of week
x coordinate
y coordinate

Units
ppb
µg/m3

Mean
21.8

Median
21

Min
4

Max
102

SD
9.5

Definition
Daily 8-hr Max

17.2

15.6

2

279.7

8.2

Daily Avg

ppb
18.4
19
4
90
12
°C
20
18.9
8.6
44.6
6.3
hPa 1017.2 1017.4 991.5 1038.8 7.3
MJ/m2 15.3
13.3
0.1
36.6
8.8
hPa
10.8
10.3
4.6
24.5
2.6
km/hr
-4.3
-2.7
-33.2
13.6
6.8
km/hr
3.7
1.4
-30.6
51.9
15.6
mm
1.3
0
0
138.8
5
m
1433
1343
195
4937 618.8
Days
--1
2922
-Days
--0
6
-dd.ddd 144.97
-144.57 145.33
-dd.ddd -37.84
--37.99 -37.71
--

Daily 1-hr Max
Daily Max
Daily Avg
Daily Sum
Daily Avg
Daily Avg (N+,S-)
Daily Avg (E+,W-)
Daily Sum
4 p.m. LST
values from 1:2922
values from 0:6
Longitude
Latitude
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